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ABSTRACT -  
     Alzheimer Disease (AD) is one of the most common neurodegenerative disease. 

memory  is loss. 

Alzheimer Disease is the progressive neurologic disorder that causes the brain to think and brain cells to the die. 

The estimated 5.6 million individuals over the age of 65 suffer from Alzheimer Disease in the United stages, a 

number projected to nearly triple to 13.8 million by 2050due an increase the population and lifespan. 

Caring for an individual with Alzheimer   Disease after result in multiple hospital admission over extended period 

of time. 

Resent research reveald that abnormal expression of certain mi RNA could have a crucial role in pathogenic 

process of neurodegenerative of disease including Alzheimer Disease. 

 the most common form of dementia that usually starts in late middle age or in old age. 

Results in progressive memory loss. 

Alzheimer Disease in a brain disorder which gradually destroys the ability to reasons remember imagine and 

learn. 
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INTRODUCTION - 
Originally described by Dr.Alois Alzheimer in 1907. 

21 September -National Alzheimer day. 

Alzheimer Disease also known as senile dementia. 

A progressive disease that destroys memory and other Important mental functions Alzheimer Disease is a 

degenerative brain disorder of unknown etiology which is the most common from of dementia. 

That usually starts in late middle age or in old age results in progressive memory less impaired, thinking, 

Disorientation, and Change in personality and Mood 

-when she died the 1906. 

-outside and ground the nerve cells in her brain 

-Inside the cell were twisted strands of fiber of neurofibrillary tangles 

- meaning of alzhimers disease is a chronic Irreversible disease that affects the cells of the brain. 

-Comparison of a normal aged brain Cleft) and 

-an alheimers patients brain (right) elefifferential - in addition to further the financial burden of AD on health 

care system the disease has powerful emotional impact on Core givers and families of those afflicted 

-akhemer disease is defined as pathologically by plaques and neurofibrilly tangles in the Cerebl cortex-there is 

degeneration of brain neurons especially In the cerebral cortex pressence neurofibrillary tangles alois aleheimer 

first discribes" a peculiar disease" 

-german physician alosis alzheimer a pioneer in linking symptoms to microscopic. brain changes, describes the 

haunting case Of august D a patient who had profound memory loss unfounded suspicions about her family and 

other worsening psychological changes. 

 

TYPE OF ALZHEIMER DISEASE- 
There Are Two Types of Alzheimer Disease 

1) Early Onset 

2) Late Onset 

 

1)Early-onset alzheimer disease- 

-early-onset alzheimers disease occurs between. a persons 30s to mid 60 

-represents less than to pacent of all people with Alzheimer. 

-same causes are caused by an inherited change in one of three games genes 

- these type happens to people who are a younger than age 65. 

-people with Down syndrome have a 

higher risk FOR It 

-Scientists have found a few ways in which early-onset alghiemers is different From other type of disease. 

-people who have it tend to have more of the brain changes that are linked with Alzheimer 

-the early onset from also appears to be linked with a deffect in a specific part of a persons DNA chromosomes 

14.A for muscle twitching and spasm. 

-memory robbing brain condition that appears in people before the age of 65.  

- it most often showens up when you'reIn your 40s and 50s  

-early onset develops before age 65 
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2) Late-onset Alzheimer Disease- 

 most people with Alzheimer's has let's onset Alzheimer's disease  

which symptoms become a partner in their mind. 60s 

 research have not found a specific gene that direct causes the late onset from the disease. This is most common 

from of the disease which happiness to people aged 65 and older it may or may not run in families  

late on set a develop after Age 65. 

 

STAGES OF ALZHEIMER DISEASE- 
 

Stage 1____ Normal 

Stage 2____ Normal Age Forgetfulness 

Stage 3____Mild Cognitive Impairment 

Stage 4_____Mild Alzheimer's 

Stage 5____Moderate Alzheimer Disease 

Stage 6____Moderate Severe Alzheimer's Disease 

Stage 7____severe Alzheimer's Disease 

 

                                                        

CAUSES OF ALZHEIMER DISEASE- 
  

common cause of dementia- the abnormal build-up of proteins and around princess -neurodegenerative disease 

and is considered to be the main cause of cognitive impairment in elderly people 

- a continuous decline in think in behavioral and social skills that affects person's ability to function 

independently. -The cause of Alzheimer's disease is not known however several factors are thought to be 

implicated in this disease 

 -neurones are damage -combination of genetic -less than 1% of the time Alzheimer's is caused by specific 

genetic change that Virtually guarantee a person will develop their dishes 

- poor sleep habits -obesity  

-high blood pressure  

-high blood cholesterol. Poorly Control type 2 diabetes  
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-lack of regular exercise -Risk facts for blood vessel that this is that as smoking 

- increasing age  

-down syndrome  

-history of a head injury. 

                                               
 

SYMPTOMS OF ALZHEIMER DISEASE- 
 Alzheimer changes typically been in the part of the brain that affects learning 

- just like the rest of our bodies or branch change as we age  

-memory loss is a ki symptoms of Alzheimer disease. 

-Change in Behaviour  

-Confusion 

 disturbances in short-term memory problem with attention and special orientation  

-personality changes  

-language difficulties  

-an Explain mood swings.  

The major symptoms of Alzheimer disease is progressive dementia that eventually result in this function of daily 

use -due to the fact that is IMA disease has a long period of incorporation before clinical symptoms a much  

-more serious memory loss and behaviour changes  

-difficulty speaking swelling and walking -mood and behaviour changes  

-cognitive deficits -problem with spatial awareness  

-problem with recognition.  

-each stage has its oversight of symptoms -the Alzheimer disease afternoon. Come on slowly. 

- Estimates vary 

 

RISK FACT- 
 

-cardiovascular disease -smoking hypertension -obesity  

-leisure activity -Mediterranean diet  

-down syndrome  

-family history  

-chronic high BP  
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-head injuries  

-gender  

-smoking and drinking 

 

DRUGS- 
Donepezil 

Galantamine 

Rivastigmine 

Memantine 

ABT-126 Acetylcholinesterase Inhabitors 

ABT- 126 

MABTS102A 

B11B037 

GSK2647544 

AZD3480 

                                                           
 

TREATMENT OF ALZHEIMER DISEASE- 
 

Alzheimer’s disease is complex, and it is i.e unlikely that any one drug and other intervention will ever 

successfully treat it in all people living with the disease. Still, in recent years and scientists have made 

tremendous progress the good understanding Alzheimer’s Are long time of period and  developing, testing new 

treatments the including several medications that are in late-stage clinical trials. 

Several prescription drugs are already approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration the help 

manage symptoms in people with Alzheimer’s disease. June 7, 2021, food Drug Administration provided 

accelerated approval for the newest medication, aducanumab and the  helps to decreasing  amyloid deposits in 

the brain and may help slow the progression of Alzheimer’s, although it has not yet been shown to affect clinical 

symptoms or outcomes and such as progression of cognitive decline or dementia. 

Most medicines work best for people in the early or middle stages of Alzheimer’s.Galantamine, rivastigmine, 

and donepezil are the cholinesterase inhibitors that are prescribed for mild to moderate Alzheimer's symptoms. 

The drugs may help reduce and control some cognitive and behavioral symptoms.the currently no cure for 
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Alzheimer's disease. Support is also available to help someone with the condition, and their family or cope with 

everyday life. To treatment the person which having Alzheimer disease is most important because the directly 

affect the Brain. And long time of period Memory Is loss. 

 

Treatment for mild to moderate alzheimer’s- 

Galantamine, rivastigmine, and donepezil are cholinesterase inhibitors that are prescribed for mild to 

the  moderate Alzheimer’s symptoms. These drugs may help reduce or control some cognitive and behavioral 

symptoms Alzheimer disease. 

Scientists do not yet fully understand how cholinesterase inhibitors work to treat Alzheimer’s disease, 

but research indicates the prevent  breakdown of acetylcholine, a brain chemical believed to be important for 

memory as well as  thinking. As Alzheimer’s progresses, and brain produces less and less acetylcholine, so these 

medicines may eventually lose their effect.cholinesterase inhibitors work in a similar way and switching from 

one to another may not produce significantly different results of Alzheimer disease. 

Medications that target the underlying causes of a disease are called disease-modifying drugs or 

therapies. Aducanumab is the only disease-modifying medication currently approved to treat Alzheimer’s. This 

medication is a human antibody, or immunotherapy, that targets the protein beta-amyloid as well as helps to 

reduce amyloid plaques, which are brain lesions associated with Alzheimer’s. Researchers are continuing to 

study whether the medication works to affect a person’s rate of cognitive decline over time. 

Before prescribing aducanumab, doctors may require PET scans or an analysis of cerebrospinal fluid to 

evaluate whether amyloid deposite in the brain. This can help doctors make an accurate diagnosis of Alzheimer’s 

before prescribing the medication. 

Several other disease-modifying medications are being tested in people with mild cognitive impairment 

or early Alzheimer’s as potential treatments 

                                              
 

SPECIALIST OF ALZHEIMER DISEASE- 
Name-Dr.shreepad pujari 

Address- 

     Shirdi road premdam chowk,savedi. 

Ahmednagar,Maharashtra, india. 
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Landline-  

     91 024-212-421290 

     91 024-12-42191 

 

Name-Dr.mukund vidnates 

Address- 

          Bungalow no.14,state bank colony professor colony road savedi. 

        Ahmednagar-414003 

(Premdam chowk,near noble hospital). 

Landline-07947368083 

 

Name-Dr.rahul kulkarni 

M.D,D.M(neurology)DNM(neurology). 

-Deenanath mangeshkar hospital pune. 

Landline-91 8408-802382. 

[6:22 am, 04/11/2022]  

 

CONCLUSION- 
 

-disease pathology starts years before noticeable symptoms. 

-neuropsychological,imagine or spinal fluid tests can establish the diagnosis with Increasing accuracy. 

-The conclusion consider s the changes both caregiver as well as patient life writing have gone through over ab 

30 year period.Dementia is an degenerative disease that eventually affects a person’s ability to live can not 

depens on other. There types of dementia, although Alzheimer’s disease is the most permanent type. 

Alzheimer Disease is The Long Time Of Period And Harmful For Us 
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